
Doors with a Sashless
Window Insert

Doors
Doors using Sashless Double
Hung Window Inserts

Close the door and let the air in.
Due to their innovative design, the popular Aneeta Vertical Slider can be fitted 
directly into doors, providing access and security whilst still allowing ventilation 
in one simple and contemporary solution.



Sashless Door Inserts
2 Pane Double Hung Window

Providing ventilation without the need to open the door, 
Aneeta Vertical Sliders fitted into doors are perfect for all 
areas of the home. 

With the system’s slim lines, minimal space requirements and 
ability to be locked in a partially open position, it is the ideal 
solution for the architect, specifier or home owner where no 
other opening windows within the room are available.

For further information please refer to our website: www.aneetawindows.com

Benefits
� An opening window in a door

� Doors can be kept securely locked at night, and the sashless

 unit can also be locked in a partially open position

� Provides ventilation in a secure door system

� No flapping of doors in the wind

� Easy to attach a flyscreen to the sashless unit, eliminating the

 need for flydoors, saving room and money

Applications

� Suitable for hinged, bi-folding, sliding and fixed door panels

� Aneeta Vertical Slider Door inserts (with 6mm glass option) are slim

 enough to fit into standard 40mm timber doors and commercial grade 

 aluminium doors without modification. 

� Able to provide ventilation in French door sets where no other

 ventilation is available (i.e. bedrooms, apartment blocks, etc.)

� Install in one leaf of bi-folding door sets so ventilation can be gained 

 without opening any doors

� Laundry doors (ventilate that drier!)

Note: Not all door types are suitable for sashless windows and only

6mm versions are generally recommended (due to weight restrictions).

Refer to Aneeta Windows for correct manufacturing details.
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